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INTRODUCTION
Large-scale multilingual pre-trained language models have
achieved remarkable performance in zero-shot cross-lingual
tasks. A recent study has demonstrated the effectiveness of self-
learning-based approach on cross-lingual transfer. However, it
suffers from noisy training due to the incorrectly pseudo-labeled
samples. In this work, we propose an uncertainty-aware Cross-
Lingual Transfer framework with Pseudo-Partial-Label (CLTP) to
maximize the utilization of unlabeled data by presenting
ambiguous classes in the training phase.
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For an unlabeled sample with ambiguous predictions, the
standard one-hot-labeling takes the class with the highest
confidence as the pseudo-one-hot-label, introducing the noise in
the training phase due to the wrong prediction.

CLTP Framework

Pseudo-Partial-Label Estimation

A pre-trained multilingual model is trained on the gold labels of the source
language. Then the model makes predictions on the unlabeled dataset of
the target languages. The proposed uncertainty-aware estimation
component generates the pseudo-partial-labels based on the model
predictions and their corresponding uncertainty estimations. After that, a
selection mechanism is adopted to incorporate the unlabeled data with
high confidence scores into the training phase.

Instead of choosing one among the predictions that all have low confidence, the proposed partial-labeling method takes
both ambiguous classes as candidate labels, allowing the ground-truth label to be presented in the training phase.

The prediction uncertainty of the instance x belonging to the partial-label y
is defined as the partial-label uncertainty, which is denoted as . The
decomposed entropy dissonance is adapted to calculate the partial-label
uncertainty, as it can indicate the contradiction among certain classes. If
there are conflicts of strong evidence among certain classes, dissonance
will become high to indicate the contradiction. The following describes the
dissonance for each instance:

where represents the belief mass for class c.

A pseudo-partial-label is obtained as follows:

Y is the collection of all subsets in the partial label space and calculates
the number of candidate classes in the partial label y. λ and τ are penalty
ratios to punish a larger number of candidate classes.

EXPERIMENTS
The proposed framework on both NER and NLI tasks across 40 languages in total. Comprehensive experiments show that
our framework achieves a strong performance of both high-resource and low-resource languages on both tasks by a sizable
margin, such as 6.9 on Kazakh (kk), 5.2 Marathi (mr) for NER and 1% on Arabic (ar), 0.8% on Bulgarian (bg) for NLI.


